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Two Case Studies Involving Connection Properties for FEA in 

Catia v5 
 

Nader Zamani 

 

Abstract 

 

The commercial CAD software Catia
 
v5 is widely used in industry and academia 

for engineering applications. It is primarily intended for the designers, practicing 

engineers, and university students. The major limitation is due to the small strain 

and displacement, together with material linearity assumption. Subject to the 

above restrictions, there are basic contact capabilities within the code. Needless to 

say that contact arises in “Assemblies” where different parts interact with each 

other. This requires the need for defining the “Analysis Connection” between 

different parts, followed by specifying the “Connection Properties”. There are 

several options for such properties. To name a few, we mention, Slider, Contact, 

Fastened, Rigid, and Smooth. These “Connection Properties” are often used 

improperly due to the fact that they are not thoroughly documented in the 

software. Frequently, average users in industry and academia apply these 

connections without knowing their roles and limitations.
 
Many years ago, the 

commercial FEA/CAE software supplied a “Verification Manual” as a part of their 

online help but this practice is no longer a priority. Therefore, the users have no 

recourse to develop a better idea of many features in the software being used. The 

actual online “Help” manual is written in a brief and coded format which does not 

reveal much information. The purpose of this expository paper is to shed light on 

the differences between the “Connections Properties” within Catia
 
v5 through two 

case studies. It becomes clear that although different properties allow the user to 

employ the tools and produce results, the quality and validity of such information 

depends on the nature of the property used.
 

 

Keywords: finite elements, assembly analysis, connections, rigid, fastened, 

sliders, contact, Catia v5. 
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Introduction 

 

The advances in the theory of finite elements together with dramatic changes 

in the computing landscape has led to the point that commercial FEA software 

is routinely used as a tool in engineering design and analysis. These are no 

longer considered to be a luxury that only a handful of organizations, public or 

private can benefit from. Teaching of such tools is now incorporated in the 

undergraduate engineering curriculum worldwide (Zamani, 2016). The 

proliferation of such CAE tools in the undergraduate curriculum however has 

not necessarily been accompanied by teaching the theoretical foundations of 

the subject. Therefore, the end result is that students can run the software but 

not being aware of the limitations of the tools that they are employing. 

Some of the blame can also be shared by the software developers. In an 

effort to make the CAE tools as user friendly as possible, they have minimized 

and in some cases, totally eliminated the “Theoretical”, and the “Verification” 

manuals. These two important documents used to be the main sources where 

one consulted initially. In addition to students, this also has affected the 

design/product engineers that are not experts in FEA and may not have the 

theoretical background to resolve the associated non-trivial issues. Due to the 

consolidation of engineering software companies, at the commercial level, only 

a few CAE utilities are on the market. These are of the finite element, boundary 

element, and finite difference varieties. 

In the context of teaching undergraduates, they may have had some 

experience in using FEA to analyze single parts however in all likelihood never 

dealt with an assembly. Assembly refers to the presence of several parts 

interacting with each other at their interfaces. The depiction below (Figure 1) 

represents three parts which assembled together to represent the shaft-bearing 

structure. One should keep in mind that the behavior of this structure is 

different if it was casted, or machined in that shape. This is precisely the point 

that many users tend to ignore. Although Catia v5 (Dassault Systems, 2018) is 

used to explain the concepts in this paper it is equally applicable to any other 

general purpose FEA package with assembly capabilities.  

 

Figure 1. An Assembly Comprised of Three Parts 

  

Left bearing

Right bearing

Shaft

Assembly of the three parts
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The toolbars within Catia v5 to create “Analysis Supports” between parts 

are show in (Figure 2). The one that is widely used and is “all purpose” is 

called the “General Analysis Connection” located on the far left of the toolbar.  

 

Figure 2. The Support Analysis and Connection Properties Tool Bars in Catia 

 
 

Although in a particular assembly analysis, all of these connections work 

and will lead to results, they can be substantially different and in fact 

completely wrong for the output generated. A typical user may be completely 

oblivious to the substance but satisfied as long as colorful contours are 

generated on the monitor screen. 

In order to set the stage for exploring these connections, two simple 

assemblies were selected. These are shown in (Figure 3) and both are 

extremely simple from the geometric and loading points of view. This was 

intentional so as not to convolute the overall structural behavior. The other 

point to observe is that the two assembly structures are very similar expect that 

in the left one, the flat surfaces are mating whereas in the right one, the 

interaction surfaces have nonzero curvature. 

 

Figure 3. The Two Case Studies to be Explored 

 
The exact nature of the loading at the “Loaded end” of each of these structures 

will be discussed in detail at the appropriate point in the article. These loads 

will be axial, torsional, and bending. 

clamped

clamped

clamped

Loaded end

Loaded end

 

General Analysis Connections

Analysis Supports Toolbar

Face Face Connection Properties Toolbar Distance Connection Properties Toolbar

Connection Properties Toolbar

Slider

Contact

Fastened

Rigid

Smooth
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Literature Review 

 

Finite element analysis of an assembly is commonly used in the industrial and 

academic sectors. However, these are often used with one particular interaction, 

such as contact, rigid, etc, without investigating the other alternatives. In this 

section, we present a few recent publications where such ideas have been 

applied to practical industrial applications. These references were collectively 

cited in (Ramezani Karegar, 2018). 

Hardy is an elastic coupling between bolts and a disc providing torsional 

rigidity and elasticity in bending. A Hardy coupling is investigated by (Urdea, 

2014) where the assembly is modelled in Catia where rigid and contact 

connections have been used to describe the interaction between parts. The plot of 

the von Mises stress within the assembly is depicted in (Figure 4). According to 

the author it is in good agreement with the design expectations. It is worth noting 

that the bolts were modeled as rigid connections but the tensile stress in the 

bolt area was quite adequate. 

 

Figure 4. Hardy Coupling Modeled in Urdea, 2014 

 
 

The same author in a different publication (Urdea, 2015) considers the 

analysis of the Periflex coupling. There, the shaft couplings for linking two 

shafts in diesel-engine and electric drives is studied. Periflex shaft couplings 

designed by Stromag Company are widely used in explosion-hazardous areas. 

The finite element results using rigid connection is displayed in (Figure 5). The 

translational contour values are in good agreement with the design intents. 

 

Figure 5. Finite Element Model of Periflex Coupling (Urdea, 2015) 

 
 

In a robotic application (Fihey et. al., 2000) and (Swiatek et al., 2010) are 

analyzing a mechanism where a variety of connections are employed to simplify 

their structure and model the interaction between the parts. A typical part and the 

created connections are shown in (Figure 6). This model was validated by 
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comparing it to the experimental findings. The same setup was also implemented 

in the Adams program (MSC Nastran, 2018) which is widely used in machine 

dynamics applications. The average difference between the experimental model and 

the Adams model is 15.84 %. 

 

Figure 6. The Meshed Part and Associated Connections (Swiatek et al., 2010) 

 
 

The connection properties are also used in assemblies referred to as “Hybrid” 

in Catia where different kinds of elements are present in a model (Zamani, 

2012). The assembly shown in (Figure 7) displays a structure where, a surface 

meshed with shell elements is supported by two lines, meshed with beams, and 

a solid cylinder meshed with tetrahedron elements. The bottom of the cylinder 

and the two top vertices of the lines are clamped. The surface of the plate is 

pressurized. In this model, the connection between the sheet and the cylinder 

are assumed to be fastened and those between the sheet and the lines are 

declared to be rigid. The translational deflection of the structure under the 

applied load is also shown in (Figure 7).    

 

Figure 7. The Hybrid Model in Catia using Two Different kinds of Connections 

 
 

This brief literature review clearly indicates that the need for defining 

interaction in assemblies is a vital requirement. However, they are not 

implemented in simple enough situations where the contributions are isolated 

and studied individually. The two case studies explored in the present article 
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and depicted in (Figure 3) are simple enough geometrically and subjected to 

basic loads which allows us to isolate the effect of interactions. 

 

 

Methodology 

 

Top Plate/Bottom Plate Assembly 

 

The dimensions of the two-plate structure under consideration are shown in 

(Figure 8). In the case of the two plates, “TP” refers to the “Top Plate” and “BP” 

refers to the “Bottom Plate” respectively. The left faces of both plates are clamped 

and the right front edge of the bottom plate is subjected to a uniformly distributed 

load in different directions. The details of the loadings will be presented in other 

sections of the paper. Please note that the dimensions provided are in inches. 

 

Figure 8. The two Plates Inteacting with Each Other at the Flat Interface 

 
These parts were discretized with parabolic Tetrahedron elements, small 

enough to make mesh convergence study unnecessary. However, since the two 

adjacent surfaces through which part interaction takes place were requiring 

special attention, a local mesh refinement was additionally imposed. The 

details of the mesh for the assembly are depicted in Figure 9. A zoomed view is 

also provided to give the reader a better idea of the mesh density at the interface. 

 

Figure 9. The Details of the Mesh for the Two Plate Assembly 

 

TPW

TPT

TPL

BPL

BPT

BPW

TPT = 0.5 in
TPW = 2 in
TPL = 5 in
BPT = 0.5 in
BPL = 8 in
BPW =TPW
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Shaft/Support Assembly 

 

 The dimensions of the shaft and the support (bearing) are displayed in 

(Figure 10). There, the prefix “S” and “SUP” refer to the “Shaft” and “Support” 

receptively. The left end of the shaft and the bottom face of the “Support” ie, 

the bearing, are clamped. The right end of the shaft is subjected to several types 

of loading. Please note that loads are imposed using a virtual part associated 

with the right circular end of the shaft. 

 

Figure 10. The Shaft/Support Assembly with a Cylindrical Surface Interface 

 
 

Once again, parabolic Tetrahedral elements were used for the discretization 

purposes. For the cylindrical surfaces of the shaft and the support (ie bearing) local 

mesh refinement is shown in Figure 11. As in the previous case, a zoomed view is 

also provided to give the reader a better idea of the mesh density at the interface. 

 

Figure 11. The Details of the Mesh for the Shaft/Bearing Assembly 

 
 

It is worth pointing out that in the shaft/bearing interaction, the entire surface 

of the shaft was selected for the local mesh refinement, this however was 

unnecessary. Only portion of the surface which is interacting with the hole in the 

bearing needs to be locally refined. This however requires a feature on the shaft 

surface that can be recognized by Catia. The easiest way to achieve this is to create 

a surface of the shaft and “Sew” it to the part. 

SD

SL

SUPW

SUPT

SUPH

SUPD SD=1 in
SL=5 in
SUPD=SUPW
SUPW=2 in
SUPT=0.5 in
SUPH=3 in
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Findings/Results 

 

Top-Plate / Bottom-Plate Assembly Loading and Restraints 

 

This assembly is clamped at the left end and subjected to two types of loads as 

shown in Figure 12. The “General Analysis Connection”  is established 

between the planes of interaction of the two plates. This connection is then defined 

as “Slider”  “Contact”  , “Fastened”  , “Rigid” , and “Smooth” 

 respectively. 

 

Figure 12. The Restraint and the Loads for the Plate Assembly 

 
As far as the “Contact” connection is concerned, the clearance is assumed 

to be zero, but the two options in the dialogue box (Figure 13) is used. All three 

runs are made, “Contact”, “Contact with Friction ratio µ = 0.1” and “Contact 

with No sliding”. A zero clearance means that the surfaces perfectly mate and 

there is no gap between them. 

 

Figure 13. The Three Versions of Contact used in the Analysis 

 
 

The results for the seven runs, for each of the two loading types are presented 

in Table 1 and Table 2. It is worth mentioning the different color codes refer to the 

classifications according to “Face-Face Connection” vs „Distance Connection” 

properties. The columns depend on whether the maximums are from the entire 

assembly or from the top plate only. Furthermore, the tetrahedral elements are all 

parabolic type, except for the “Rigid‟ and the “Smooth” distant connections. These 

were run with linear elements due to the excessive CPU time requirements.  

 

Bending load of
200 lbf on the edge

Axial compressive load
of 200 psi on the face

 

Options for contact used.
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Table 1. Results for the Bending Downward Load of 200 lbf on the Edge 

 
 

Table 2. Results for the Axial Compressive Load of 200 psi on the Face 

 
 

Typical graphical results obtained for each row of the tables is shown in 

Figure 14 however, they are not all displayed. This figure is a representative of 

the data outputted by Catia, which leads to the above tables. The very bottom 

figure represents the side view of the deformation whereas the contour plots are 

from the perspective view. Clearly for this situation, the maximum values are 

attained in the top plate. 

 

Figure 14. Typical Graphical Results for the Downward Bending Load of 200 

Lbf on the Edge in the Case of “Fastened” Connection 

 

Translation

Translation

von Mises

von Mises

Deformation side view 
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To appreciate the subtle differences between different connection properties, 

four of them are shown in Figure 15. Note that in the case of “Slider”, the 

nodes on the two sides of the interface are allowed to slide along each other, 

however, no gaps are permitted to develop. This in contrast to the “Contact” 

case where sliding is permitted but the two surfaces can also separate from 

each other. Finally, the “Rigid” case does not take into account the deformation 

of the interface. That interface, maintains its original shape and therefore it is 

referred to as rigid.  

 

Figure 15. Downward Bending of the Assembly for 4 Different Loading Cases 

Shaft/Support Assembly 

 
 

 This assembly is clamped at the left end of the shaft, and at the bottom of the 

support as shown in Figure 16. The same figure indicates the types of loads that 

have been applied to the shaft. The loads are bending (1000 lbf), compressive 

(l000 lbf), and torsional (100 lbf.in). All applied though a virtual part at the right 

circular end of the shaft with the “Handler” at the default location. 

 

Figure 16. The Shaft/Support Restraints and Loads. The Left End of the Shaft 

and the Bottom of the Support are Clamped 

 

The “General Analysis Connection”  is established between the surface of 

the shaft and the surface of the hole in the support (ie bearing). This connection is 

then defined as “Slider”  “Contact”  , “Fastened”  , “Rigid” , and 

“Smooth”  respectively. 

Contact (sliding allowed)

Slider Smooth

Rigid

 

Bending Load
1000 lbf

Compressive Load
1000 lbf

Torsional Load
100 lbf.in
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The results for the seven runs each of the three loading types are presented in 

Tables 3, 4, and 5. Once again, color codes refer to the classification according to 

“Face-Face Connection” vs „Distance Connection” properties, these are the yellow 

and beige colors in the table. The columns depend on whether the maximums are 

from the entire assembly or from the shaft only. Furthermore, the tetrahedral 

elements are all parabolic type, except for the “Rigid‟ and the “Smooth” distant 

connections. These were run with linear elements due to the excessive CPU time 

requirements.  

 

Table 3. Results for the Bending Downward Load of 1000 lbf on Virtual Part 

Associated with the Right End of the Shaft 

 
Table 4. Results for the Axial Compressive Load of 1000 lbf on Virtual Part 

Associated with the Right End of the Shaft 

 
 

Table 5. Results for the Torsional Load of 100 lbf.in on Virtual Part Associated 

with the Right End of the Shaft 

 
 Typical graphical results obtained for each row of the tables is shown in 

Figure 17. This figure is a representative of the data outputted by Catia, which 

leads to the above tables. There are several entries of the table which are 

identical. The rationale behind this fact is presented in the discussion section of 

the paper. Once again, the color codes in the tables represent the classification 

in terms of being “Face-Face”, or “Distance” connection property. The rows 

highlighted in yellow are referring to the former, and those highlighted in beige 

are corresponding to the latter classification. 
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Figure 17. Typical Graphical Results for Downward Bending Load of 1000 lbf 

 
It is worth mentioning that in Figure 17, the contour plots are the stress 

distributions in the surface groups available in Catia v5. The von Mises stress 

on the surfaces of the shaft and the inner surface of the hole are displayed. The 

“Groups” tool bar is a very useful utility where the output entities such as 

displacement and forces are selectively reported . This can filter out 

the locations in the model where fictitious stresses may have developed. There 

are several options for creating the “Group”, three of which are  

“Geometrical Groups” and  “Groups by Neighborhood”, and  

“Spatial Groups”. 

Please note that the tabulated results in Tables 1 through 7 are based on the 

maximum von Mises stress in the assembly (and the parts). This can be 

completely misleading and in fact may not be appropriate. The explanation 

behind such a statement in presented in the “Discussion” section which follows 

next. Generally speaking, and in spite of the fact that such contours may be 

inappropriate, typical user employs the “maximum” values as reported by the 

software as the important entities to look. This will also be addressed in the 

next section. 

Slide Connection Property, bending downward load, 1000 lbf
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Discussion 

 

In this section, the two case studies outlined earlier are individually 

investigated. In view of the similarity between the two cases, there may be 

duplication of a few observations and comments made. The similarities between 

the two case studies are easy to detect.  

 

Top Plate/Bottom Plate Assembly Loading and Restraints (200 lbf Downward 

Load on the Edge) 

 

    The results associated with this case are reported in Tables 2 and 3. 

Although this data was systematically generated by making multiple runs and 

tabulation the maximum von Mises stress and maximum displacement in the 

entire model, it may not provide a better understanding of the differences in 

connections. This being the case, the model was cut at a section (Plane A), 2 

inches away from the clamped end as shown in Figure 18. The data is then 

collected and tabulated at this section. This avoids the restraint and loaded ends 

which can mask the results elsewhere. 

 

Figure 18. The Table is generated based on the Data Displayed in Plane A 

 
 

Table 6 reports the data in Plane A. The columns which indicate the “beam 

theory” results require further explanation and will discussed on the next page.  

 

Table 6. The Maximum von Mises Stress and Displacements Generated at Plane 

A. This Corresponds a 200 lbf Downward Load on the Right Hand Side Edge 

 
 

We will concentrate the two rows which are dealing with “Fastened” and 

“Slider”. In the case of a fastened connection, the cross sectional moment of 

Plane A
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inertia which is given by  where  and  

Furthermore, because the top and the bottom part are tied, the moment active at 

the point is calculated from . 

The bending stress and the downward displacements are calculated below 

where . 

 

 psi. 

 in. 

 

Note that these are the values recorded as the “beam theory” values in the 

table and are in good agreement with the FEA calculations. 

 

Figure 19. The Section Configuration for the “Fastened” Connection Property 

 
 

Next consider the “Slider” connection case. Here, the two interfaces slide 

on each other but no interaction takes place between the two surfaces. One can 

then make the assumption that the two cantilever beam models act 

independently from each other and the total moment due to the downward load 

is equally divided between them. The cross sectional moments of inertia are 

also based on  The situation is depicted in Figure 20. Furthermore, 

 and  

 

 psi. 

 in. 

 

The red entry in Table 6, is the value of stress evaluated immediately 

above. Incidentally, the “beam theory” stresses are not von Mises stress, 

however, bending is the dominant stress and therefore is extremely close to the 

von Mises stress. 

2 in

1 in

2 in
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Figure 20. The Section Configuration for the “Slider” Connection Property 

 
 

Shaft/Support Assembly Loading and Restraints (100 lbf.in Torque on Shaft) 

 

The results associated with this case were reported in Tables 4 through 6. 

As indicated earlier, one gets a better idea of the differences in the connections 

if the information sought is not based on the maximums but at a location 

remote from the restraints and load locations. As shown in Figure 21, the 

“Plane A” which is one inch away from the right side is used for this purpose. 

 

Figure 21. The Section Configuration for Recording the Information 

 
 

Regardless of the nature of the “Connection Property” being investigated, 

the “Plane A” serves satisfactorily. The shaft is under an torque 

. The shaft torsional expressions are all from Hibbeler (2017).  

In the case of torsion, the shear modulus G is needed and therefore, 

Poisson‟s ratio is required. Here, the value  is used leading 

2 in 0.5 in

Plane A

2 in 0.5 in

M/2

M/2

 

1 in.

Plane A
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to . The results of the FEA calculations based 

on the torsional load is presented in Table 7. 

 

Table 7. The Torsional Stress and the Calculated Angle of Twist for Different 

Types of Connections. Applied Torque of 100 lbf.in 

 
 

As a reference, the information generated at the Plane A for the case of 

contact (with no options) is shown in Figure 22. The angle of twist is calculated 

from dividing the maximum displacement by the radius of the shaft. This will 

be in radians which can easily be converted to degrees. 

 

Figure 22. The FEA Information Displayed for Plane A, Torque of 100 lbf.in. 

 
 

As in the previous case study, the theoretical stress and the angle of twist 

are based on elementary strength of materials formulas (Hibbeler, 2017). 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Maximum translation on 
“Plane A” 0.000178 in.

Maximum Principal Stress on 
“Plane A” 510 psi
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The value of “L” depends of the nature of the connection at the interface, 

for example, for the case of “Fastened” and “Contact, No Sliding”, the value of 

L is 1.25 in while in other cases, it is 4 inches. The results in Table 7 are in 

reasonable agreement with the shaft theory. The case of “Rigid” connection is 

clearly anomaly as there is no deformation in the shaft. Clearly, regardless of 

the connection the torsional stress in the shaft is always the same. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Based on the two case studies considered, and the results presented in 

different tables, one can clearly see that the nature of the interaction between 

parts making an assembly dramatically affects the output. This is why a 

judicious choice of the “Connection Properties” is vital to the accuracy of the 

finite element simulation. 

There are however, some general comments that can be made as follows. 

 

a) In the case of contact problems, when the option of “friction” is selected, 

the computer run can be two orders of magnitude larger that without 

friction. 

b) The use of parabolic elements in the “Rigid” and “Smooth” distance 

connections increases CPU time also by at least two orders of magnitude. 

This is precisely the reason as to why linear elements were employed for 

those runs. 

c) The “Smooth” Distant Connection, produces results which are totally 

incorrect in problems where contact, i.e. Face-Face interaction is involved. 

Using “Smooth” connection can be quite misleading in spite of the fact 

that the software runs and produces colorful stress/displacement contours. 

d) In the problem involving shaft/support using the bending load, the 

maximum von Mises stress is actually in the support. This occurs at the 

edge of the hole where the shaft is compressing it significantly. The 

maximum displacement however is attributed to the shaft. The support 

deforms very slightly. 

 

There are some other connections which are worthy of investigation, 

however were not considered in the present paper due to space limitation. For 

example, the “Fastened – Spring” connection and the “User Defined” connection 

property can be very useful for practical engineering problems.   
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